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Travelman says  “Don’t lose your 
way in Sussex”
 

ON YOUR BIKE?
 

Did you make a resolution to cycle more?    Here   is travelman’s favourite short 

ride from Lewes, suitable for most beginners and returnees – with a nice pub in 

the middle.

 

While looking at this ride note the other rides on the site, which are displayed 

in the left hand margin.

 

LETS GO WALKING IN CRAWLEY
“Intimacy, seclusion and tranquillity”- These are not words that you might 

normally associate with Crawley.  But this is what you will find on this 8 mile 

walk from the Three Bridges Station area of Crawley

 

Once the High Weald was heavily wooded.  A lot of woodland still remains. 

This walk takes you through the woodland that you can see from the train 

between Balcombe and Three Bridges Stations.

 

Details of the walk can be found here

 

Most of the walk is reasonably surfaced and so mud should not be a major 

problem. There is a slightly dodgy stretch near the railway bridge



 

You can go buy train from Lewes to Three Bridges.  You will normally have to 

change at Haywards Heath.

 

THE DAYSAVE SAGA CONTINUES
 

Travel Log reader Judith Colquhoun has been battling heroically for the return 

of the daysave tickets, which have vanished from the Southern web site 

(although daily tickets are still available from the tourist office.

 

On the 11th January she was promised that they would return in the following 

two weeks.  Then she was told that they would be available from mid 

February.  She is interested in the weekly ticket and says that this has gone up 

to £96, an above average rise of over 3%.  Southern told her that this is 

because “The weekly Daysave is a popular fare, and as with many peak time 

fares, one of the justifications behind any increase in price is based around 

deterring more recreational travellers in to using trains in the off-peak.”

 

Judith has been able to get compensation, in the form of rail vouchers, to go 

towards the additional costs she has incurred, so if you have also lost money 

because of the unavailability of these tickets contact Southern to ask for 

compensation for yourself.

 

SOUTHERN WEB SITE MISERY
 

Condemnation of Southern’s new web site is fairly universal, and readers have 

been emailing with their alternatives.

 

Vic Ilent recommends the South Eastern trains site

 

Nick Tigg goes for Cross Country Trains

 

Richard Partidge says “I fully support all that Manek says - the new Southern 

website is a joke.....I now book Southern tickets on a variety of other sites - 

which I use to compare longer journeys, but the previous site was usually best 

for Southern journeys - this is no longer the case and I, too, have already been 

ripped off.  And I agree that it is difficult to compare prices, and changing by as 



little as thirty mins can save twenty quid......and the map is a ludicrous waste of 

space and an insult....”

 

Jane Lee comments “Manek’s email is spot on. You can tell he’s a journo! I 

was struggling with the new site & thought it was me being dippy.

 

I wanted to book a one way to London Vic on 22/3 off peak but only got one 

fare option at the standard price. No special £5 or 8 options for specific trains. 

Have these been discontinued. I also wanted to book to return on 4/4 but can’t 

buy April tkts yet

 

Trying to book via National Rail doesn’t work as it transfers me to Southern 

once I commit to purchase.”

 

Nick Wren complains “You're right the Southern Website is a shambles.I tried 

using the key system, money was deducted but 'journey history' will not 

function despite repeated reporting of errors. I have no idea what I'm being 

charged for particular journeys. Back to paper! Once again 'Bonus for Failure' 

seems to be the order of the day.”

 

Having initially recommended the National Rail site on the grounds that it 

enabled you to book through any operator, Travelman found that it was often 

difficult to find and use this option and that he was often referred back to the 

Southern site, in the way that Jane Lee reports.  He now uses the Virgin Trains 

East Coast, which has the advantages that it uses the same interface as 

Southern used to use, you can book bikes on line and some fares mainly on 

Virgin East Coast trains are cheaper than on any other web site.

 

All Southern tickets except the daysave are now available at the same price on 

all other sites.  But avoid those, like Trainline, which charge you a service 

charge for issuing a ticket.

 

ADVANCE TICKET PROBLEMS
 

Many readers have reported that it is getting harder and harder to get cheap 

advance tickets from Lewes to other parts of the country.  Often only ordinary 

off peak tickets are available.  Advance tickets are not available until 3 months 

before you are going (sometimes on 2 months or so), but even booking at the 



optimum time can still lead to no cheap tickets.

 

One solution is to buy an advance ticket to Victoria and then an advance ticket 

from London to your final destination.  This often gives more availability.  On 

the other hand you must factor in the cost of a tube ticket across London and 

also that if one of your trains is late and you miss your connection, there is no 

compensation.  (This method of booking is also necessary if you are taking 

your bike, since you cannot take the bike on most deep level tube lines and the 

time allowed on a through ticket is not enough to allow you to cycle between 

terminals.

 

Alternatively you may be able to get a cheap ticket to places no one wants to 

go to like Swindon, Rugby, Milton Keynes and Peterborough.  You then buy a 

further ticket to your destination.

 

GETTING THE TRAIN TO LONDON BRIDGE
 

Nick Tigg writes: “if you want to go to london bridge from lewes, and you're 

going before 9am, it's cheaper to get a return ticket to haywards heath, then a 

return from haywards heath to london bridge THAMESLINK ONLY - that's the 

crucial part - this is still cheaper than just asking for a return to london bridge - 

you can go on the 8.48 from lewes, change onto the 9.17 at haywards heath 

and it'll cost you £25 return or something - just using southern, it's another £5, 

so worth it if you do that journey regularly, as i do - you can buy both tickets at 

the lewes ticket office, just ask for one after the other - coming back, it's worth 

checking when the thameslink trains are going from london bridge to haywards 

heath, because, obviously, your ticket is only valid on a thameslink train for that 

part of the journey “

 

Editor’s note, If you are travelling well off peak in both directions, a daysave 

ticket may be cheaper, but it is only available on Southern trains, not available 

in the evening peak and not available before 10am

 

GETTING THE TRAIN TO BRISTOL and BATH
 

There have always been two ways of getting from Lewes to Bristol or Bath by 

train.  One is via London and if you book far enough in advance there are 



cheap tickets to be had (but see the article above).

 

The second route, via Brighton, Southampton and Salisbury, is about 20% 

slower but avoids the tube ride across London.  If you cannot get advance 

tickets this route is usually cheaper, but there are little known advance tickets 

here too.

 

The trick is to book your advance ticket from Brighton to Bristol or Bath.  No 

advance tickets are available via this route.  There are two direct trains from 

Brighton to Bristol, one leaving at 9.00 and one late afternoon.  Advance tickets 

are cheapest on these trains, but are also available on other services.  You will 

have to buy a separate ticket between Lewes and Brighton and, unfortunately 

if you want to catch the 9.00 from Brighton, this will often be at peak rates.

 

NEW (SECONDHAND) BUSES ON THE 28 
AND 29 ROUTES
 

Brighton Buswatch reports that “The existing four year old ‘Volvo Gemini’s’ now 

on route 1 will be refurbished and painted into a striking new colour scheme for 

Regency routes 28 & 29 between Brighton and Lewes, Ringmer, Uckfield and 

Tunbridge Wells. The superior Volvo’s will replace nine year old Scania buses 

which have bodywork which is prone to rattle continually on poor road 

surfaces.”  This will apparently happen in May.

 

CAMPAIGN FOR BETTER TRANSPORT, 
EAST SUSSEX
 

The Hastings Alliance web site is now carrying material from the East Sussex 

branch of the Campaign for Better Transport- well worth a look.

 

NEW CYCLING SIGNS ON THE FRONT AT 
SEAFORD
 

Cycle Seahaven advises that “ESCC have advised us that new signs are to be 

installed along the ‘Share With Care’ sections of Seaford seafront, between 

Edinburgh Road and the Martello Tower. Fourteen new signs have been 



designed and are due to be installed soon. These signs reflect the inclusive 

nature of our prom, now used by people of all ages and abilities, including 

pedestrians, dog walkers, runners, wheel chairs, scooters and cyclist”

 

LEWES TAXIS
 

Taxi driver and town councillor Imogen Makepeace writes “Manuk Dabesh is 

quite right to identify that some drivers do not observe the 20 mph speed limit 

in town, it's not just Taxi  drivers who are guilty of this, but it's a fair point.

 

A group working on an integrated transport strategy for Lewes is being formed, 

and if he, or anyone else would like to be involved please watch this space for 

more news”

BY MEGABUS TO IRELAND
 

Travelman has never been to County Cork and has fantasies about going.  

Research reveals that the cheapest way to do this is via Megabus.      Book 

reasonably in advance and the fare from London to the Irish Port of Rosslare is 

£20.50 each way, far cheaper than the ferry crossing alone, which starts at £32 

each way per passenger. There are occasionally fares even cheaper than this, 

although fares may be higher in summer

 

From Rosslare long distance Bus Eireann coaches connect with the ferry, 

going to Cork and other places in the south of Ireland.  There is also a train to 

Dublin.

 

But the journey is not for the faint hearted.  Starting at 18.00 from Victoria, you 

arrive at the port just before 01.00 the next day for the transfer to the ferry, 

which arrives at Rosslare just before 07.00.  Coming back the ferry arrives in 

Pembroke just before midnight, before a bus ride through the night, arriving at 

Victoria in the early morning.

 

MEETING ON RAIL RE-NATIONALISATION
 

Lewes Trades Council and the RMT union have agreed to hold a public 



meeting on this subject  on Wednesday March 23, 7.30 - 9.30 at the Elephant 

& Castle pub, White Hill, Lewes.

 

LEWES LOCAL BUSES AND THE MALLING 
ROAD ROADWORKS
 

Last year the town council agreed to subsidise the town buses, including the 

128, in order to double the frequency.  This meant that Spences Lane would be 

served once an hour by the 128.

 

However with the delays caused by the work on Malling Lane, the bus 

company, Compass bus, seem to have decided not to serve Spences Lane at 

all for the duration.

 

Town Councillor Stephen Wischhusen (Catlin) raised this with Compass, 

saying that the council was paying a subsidy for a service that it was not 

getting.

 

The company replied that the subsidy was to run a more frequent service 

round the Nevill and Landport estate, and that improvements round Malling 

were simply a by- product of this.

 

However Compass then decided that it will could continue to serve Spences 

Lane from the start of the roadworks  at the cost of the 128 service  not serving 

 Waitrose School Hill en-route to Spences Lane.

 

I suppose the moral of the story is that when you sign a contract for a service, 

always check the small print and, if you are not happy about something, 

always make a fuss.

 

DON’T LOSE YOUR WAY IN SUSSEX
 

It’s April 2026 and you set out to walk one of your favourite footpaths or ride on 

of your favourite rides.  You find it blocked with a no entry sign prominently 

displayed.  How can this be?

 

In 1949 the government decided to list all paths and other ways were the 



public had a right to walk on a “definitive map”.  If something was on this map 

you had a right to use it.  If it was not then you did not.  In the 1950’s and 

1960s lots of surveys were carried out.  Some discovered lots of rights of way. 

Others, where the landowners were able to discourage researchers, did not.

 

Sometimes a right of way just stopped at the boundary of a parish.  Sometimes 

no one bothered recording it because they thought it was a road that did not 

need to be recorded.  Lots of alleys in towns were missed out.  Often simple 

mistakes were made so that a right of way ended a couple of metres or so 

from the road it was supposed to join.

 

Everybody knew that the survey would not discover all the rights of way, so 

people were allowed to ask for routes to be added later. They could do this by 

showing that a route had historically been a right of way and had not been 

legally stopped up. But in practice this rarely happened.

 

These rights of way are a vital part of our heritage. Sometimes they are old 

roads, sometimes old routes to work, sometimes tow-paths or routes to the 

church or between villages.

 

2026 represents our last chance to get unrecorded rights of way on the 

map. The Countryside and Rights of Way Act specifies a cut-off date of 

1st January 2026. Any rights of way that existed before 1949 but are not on the 

legal map of rights of way in 2026 will be extinguished, even if they are in 

regular use.   Experts have calculated that a typical parish might have half a 

dozen routes which were once highways, but which are not recorded on the 

definitive map.  These may be routes that have fallen out of use, or routes 

which are used on a daily basis, even though there is no recorded right to do 

so.

 

For example, within 400 metres of our house in Lewes I can locate a Victorian 

alleyway used by hundreds of people every day which has no legal status, a 

bridleway which is only a legal right of way for half its route and a vital link 

between two bridleways which is not on the rights of way map.  All these could 

be closed.  A little further away is a path that sets out from Lewes towards 

Kingston, but currently stops dead on the Kingston boundary. There is also a 

dead end route that could be an excellent link between the South Downs Way 

and Kingston.



 

In 2026 we will lose the ability to get these on the map based on historical 

evidence. (Routes that have come into being after that date will still be 

claimable, if we can show that they have been used as if they were rights of 

way for 20 years, but there is a question mark hanging over whether we will be 

able to claim older routes under the 20 year rules.  It is, in any case difficult to 

claim routes under the 20 year rule)

 

A group of people in Sussex, representing walking, riding and trail riding 

interests have launched a campaign to identify possible unrecorded rights of 

way and to apply to have them added to the map of rights of way.

 

We need your help. 

 

We particularly need people who either have experience at doing historical 

research, or would like to start doing it, but we also need people who know 

their local area and may be able to identify old rights of way.

 

If you are interested please contact Travelman, who is convening the group, 

atTravelman@travelloglewes.co.uk

 

SOUTHERN TAKES THE FIRST STEPS 
TOWARDS REMOVING CONDUCTORS FROM 
TRAINS
 

Southern, in its new guise as Govia Thameslink Railways, is taking the first 

steps towards removing conductors from trains.

 

Stephen Wischhusen (councillor.catlin) has forwarded this letter from the RMT 

union

 

“I am writing to you in respect of serious concerns the RMT has over proposals 

by Govia Thameslink Railways Ltd (GTR) to remove all guards/conductors and 

introduce Driver Only Operation on nearly all their services through Surrey, 

Sussex, and into Kent and Hampshire, including the numerous rural routes in 

these counties.  Not only will this see the loss of up to 400 decent rail jobs, if 

enacted these proposals will be detrimental for both passenger service and 



safety and create a muggers paradise on these services.

 

GTR are proposing these damaging cuts despite the fact that the vast majority 

of trains in the UK are still operated by two members of staff, a driver and a 

guard/conductor and that is a situation that passengers in these services will 

also want to see continue. This view is also supported by the House of 

Commons Transport Committee who in 2013 said “…we are very concerned 

that proposals to reduce staffing at stations and on trains could make the 

railway less safe, particularly at night, and deter women and vulnerable users 

from travelling by train.”

 

GTR’s proposals will not respect this advice but make it more than likely that 

vulnerable passengers will feel less safe.

 

Currently, both the driver and the guard/conductor protect the safety of the 

train. The driver is responsible for the safe operation of the train and the 

guard/conductor for the protection of the passengers. Guard/conductor’s must 

be fully trained in operational safety and route knowledge, including being able 

to secure the doors safely, protecting the train and acting in emergencies such 

as derailments or fire. Emergencies can also include if the driver is 

incapacitated for any reason, or if there is a failure of train safety systems. 

Guard/conductor’s also look out for and report hazards on or near the line and 

are trained to deal with problems on the track. The guard / conductor is also 

vital to ensuring passengers board and disembark trains safely and in assisting 

elderly and disabled passengers.

 

As well as the extensive areas of safety responsibility that guard/conductors’ 

have to undergo training and retraining for, they are also helping passengers 

and providing them with a better service. By checking tickets guard/conductors’ 

also give travel information and expert advice about the journey.

 

Like your parliamentary colleagues we know that passengers like having a 

uniformed member of staff on the train to make them feel safer about their 

journey (especially later at night) and to deter anti-social behavior.

 

But GTR’s proposals for Driver Only Operation will mean the driver will be the 

only guaranteed member of staff on the train. Not only will this obviously affect 

passenger service and safety but passengers, especially on late night rural 



services will be more vulnerable to anti – social behavior.

 

Like the decision by GTR last year to get rid of on board catering staff the 

reasoning behind these latest proposals is to cut costs and thereby increase 

the potential for even bigger profits to be extracted. To add insult to injury 

because this service is part operated by a subsidiary of French state railways 

passengers in France will ultimately benefit at the expense of passengers in 

the south of England.

 

It is simply unacceptable at a time of massive congestion and growing 

passenger numbers on trains that the driver is to be expected to drive the train 

whilst at the same time being responsible for passenger safety.  Record and 

growing passenger numbers and revenues mean there is no economic case 

for removing the guard/conductors. Indeed with ever increasing passenger 

numbers and more problems caused by overcrowding and congestion on 

Southern services, not to forget the most expensive fares in Europe, 

passenger’s want and deserve more staff not less.

 

I attach more information on the important role the guard/conductor plays on 

the train and I would ask that you join with me in condemning these proposals 

and supporting our campaign to retain these essential skilled safety and 

operational roles. Please write to Charles Horton, Chief Executive Officer, 

Govia Thameslink Railway Limited, 4th floor. 24 Monument Street, London 

EC3R 8JA.”

 

In reply Govia has said that it is looking at ways to “enhance the customer 

experience”

 

You might also want to contact your MP.

 

GOT SOMETHING THAT OTHER PEOPLE OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT?

 

Send it to me at travelman@travelloglewes.co.uk  Deadline for each issue is 

the 25th of the month before.

 

SUBSCRIBING AND UNSUBSCRIBING

Spread the word – please forward this newsletter to anyone you think might 

like it.



 

If you would like to get your own copy of the newsletter each month 

visitwww.travelloglewes.co.uk and sign up using the form on the home page

 

Left the area?  Bought a Hummer?  Mailbox too full?.  Unsubscribe using the 

link at the bottom of this newsletter.

 

FACEBOOK

The Travel Log Facebook page is now 

at https://www.facebook.com/travelloglewes. It will be used for latest updates 

between newsletters.  So if you visit the page and “like” it you will get updates

 

TWITTER

For even more updates you can follow Travel Log at @travelloglewes


